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Those of you who grew up 
in the 80’s and 90’s may be 

familiar with the underground 
stylings of Prodigy, recalling 
his classic track, Y.B.E- “To My 
Young Black Entrepreneurs … 
get money… get rich… get paid”.  
We take a moment in this issue 
to showcase some of the young 
up-and-coming future leaders in 
our business community.  Each 
candidate is making waves across 

various industries, locally, re-
gionally and even globally; each 
is leading the charge in creating 
greater diversity in fields that 
are often underrepresented by 
people of colour. 

We celebrate the strides made 
by our moguls and encourage 
you, our readers, to show some 
support to our 2020 Young Black 
Entrepreneurs of Edmonton. 
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Cherelle George boasts of her Trinidadian heritage. She believes in multiple 
sources of income but ensures a congruent fit. SocaFit started out as a 
recreational Caribbean fitness class and now has expanded to an in-school 
residency dance educational program with a Caribbean focus: S.O.C.A- School 
of Caribbean Ancestors. 

When choosing a cocktail to describe her personality, she quickly gravitated 
to a Mojito! “The result of my liquor personality test supported my choice. 
‘You've been told that you are refreshing to be around. There is an infectious 
effervescence to your personality.’ Sounds pretty accurate.” 

Cherelle credits her agility as her greatest entrepreneurial asset; an ability to 
‘Assess and Adjust’ to simply make it work.
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contact
info@socafit.ca
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contact
780-289-3924
mukai@edmontoncombatleague.com

contact
403-594-1112
zoenare80@absafaris.ca 

Zoe Nare

Mukai Maromo 
A proud Zimbabwean, Mukai 
Maromo is a Marketing Consultant 
with a penchant for event planning, 
production and promotion. He is also 
founder of Sparq Media & Edmonton 
Combat League and former professional 
Muay Thai and MMA fighter.

When speaking of his musical 
motivation, Mukai divulged his 
preferences: “Rap/Hip Hop and 
Dancehall Reggae from the 90’s and 
early 2000’s primarily but I’ll admit, 
some of today’s Trap music gets me 
FIRED all the way up.”

In line with his sporty career, Mukai 
thinks the fast pace of snowboarding 
would be an interesting challenge for 
his athletic abilities.

Je te présente Zoe Nare, a native to Zimbabwe/South Africa. The founder/ CEO 
of Authentic Backyard Safaris, a locally based travel agency specializing in Exotic 
Destinations. All-inclusive Safaris are tailored to connect you with nature and 
bring out the adventurer in you.

In her travels, Tanzania has captured her heart; “I feel at peace there, the warm 
people, culture and the food is amazing. The dramatic life in the bush is an 
experience I cannot compare to any other destination. The phenomenal sunsets; 
the remoteness of the camps; no internet; walk bare feet to feel the soil; I connect 
with nature, I feel very much alive in the wild”

Locally, spending time overlooking the waters at River Valley tends to feed her 
with fresh ideas.  19
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Babafunso Alakija
Meet Babafunso Alakija, a Nigerian 
British Canadian who owns and 
manages a consulting company that 
engages in licensing and distribution 
of luxury hospitality products global-
ly, including fine spirits, nutritional 
supplements and mobile gaming 
applications. 

A firm believer in self-care, Baba 
acknowledges that he may fall silent, 
needing time to organize and gestate 
all the ideas in his busy mind after 
a particularly stressful day. He finds 
that his optimism serves him best: “I 
go into every business opportunity 
with a zest for all the potential great-
ness said meeting could bring. Sure, 
some could argue that this is as much 
of a vice as it is a virtue, but I feel this 
optimism is what carries me through 
the tough times.”
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contact
baba@stoicconsultinginc.com

contact

nilo

Afrodisiac Natural Shop
11445 124st NW unit 211
780-964-7117

NiLo is Guyanese through and through. She considers herself a culture carver, 
curates events in her Afro-centered space, Afrodisiac Loft and specializes in Af-
ro-textured hair and melanated skin care with her brand Afrodisiac Natural Hair. 
NiLo is also an author, co-hosts The Black Multiverse Theory Podcast 
and performs with the band, Bliss.

Adrien Louden who paints images with Natural Hair and Afros around 
Edmonton inspires her. His work triggers her to think about the visual aspect 
of inclusion and normalizing Black images.

In investigating unexplored talents, NiLo revealed, “I would love to take vocal 
lessons, as well as guitar lessons. Being in the band really makes me want to 
develop it. I also think my music knowledge is diverse and would love to learn 
how to DJ.”


